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Resistance and Persistence: On the Fortunes and Reciprocal International 
Influences of French Romanticism 
Jonathan P. Ribner 
 
Given that impatience with limits is a Romantic trait, it is not surprising that the 
movement eludes firm definition and strict chronological boundaries.   In accord with the 
slippery nature of his subject, Hugh Honour entitled the first chapter of his excellent 
Romanticism (1979) “For Lack of a Better Name.”1 What is certain is that, between the 
late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, innovative, fertile currents of enthusiasm 
energized European art and literature.  The inconstant moods of the solitary creator began 
to hold sway over the spirited sociability and clarity of thought prized during the 
Enlightenment; and the notion – dear to academic artists – that art, beholden to time-
honored rules, can be learned through imitation of the ideal beauty of ancient sculpture 
and old master painting was challenged by painters who, sometimes at the cost of 
alienation from official favor or public acclaim, pursued the promptings of – in the words 
of Keats – “the holiness of the Heart’s affections and the truth of the imagination.”2 
Today, it is generally accepted that Romantic art – and what follows pertains to France – 
is so diverse in style that the name can be attached to both the chilly contours of Ingres’s 
odalisques and the sultry, ambient hues of Delacroix’s harems. At the same time neither 
                                                      
1 Hugh Honour, Romanticism (New York: Harper & Row, 1979).  I am grateful for the 
thoughtful suggestions of Charles J. Rzepka and two anonymous referees for Studies in 
Romanticism. 
2 John Keats, letter to Benjamin Bailey (22 Nov. 1817), in John Keats: The Major Works, 
ed. Elizabeth Cook (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 365. 
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would have wished to cohabit a sentence; their very names evoke the divisiveness of the 
movement.  Ingres was horrified by the paintings of Delacroix, who spoke 
condescendingly of his rival. While Ingres is rightly included in any survey of Romantic 
art, his was the very face of academic resistance to Romanticism in the name of ideal 
beauty, rigorous draftsmanship, and classical subject matter.  In that reactionary spirit, the 
imposingly large plaster of Auguste Préault’s frenzied relief Tuerie (Massacre) – both 
violent and ambiguous in subject – was purportedly admitted to the Salon of 1834 on the 
advice of the academician and sculptor Jean-Pierre Cortot, who wanted it displayed “like 
a criminal on a gibbet.”3 That legendary act of disapproval is exemplary of the hostility 
that French Romanticism engendered in its heyday.  Less familiar are examples of 
criticism -- even pronounced dislike -- of Romanticism expressed by leading figures in 
the movement. Addressing these ambivalent voices, this essay sets forth a rhythm of 
resistance and persistence. I contend that the unease of Romantics vis-à-vis Romanticism 
is inseparable from their own quixotic quest to transgress convention; that, in the face of 
negation and ridicule, signal characteristics of the movement endured, affecting the 
outlook of even its most bitter enemies; that new life was breathed into Romanticism 
through contact with Realism’s commitment to earth-bound fact; that Romanticism 
continued to speak to the concerns of artists active long after the mid-nineteenth century, 
when Realism undermined the Romantic cult of transcendent imagination; and that even 
twentieth-century Modernism – which abhorred Romantic pathos – is not entirely free of 
what I call Romanticism’s “indelible stain.” While the sample is small and limited to 
painting, sculpture, and writing in France – other, international examples may spring to 
                                                      
3 This, according to Théophile Silvestre, Les Artistes français: Études d’après nature 
(Paris, G. Charpentier, 1878), 291. 
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mind – the exposition is intended to give modest purchase on the shape of this elusive 
movement by dwelling on both its capacity for self-criticism and its remarkable staying 
power. In the spirit of the sisterhood of art, literature, and politics that was so vital in 
nineteenth-century France, what follows strives for fluid passage between visual analysis, 
literary polemic, and cultural criticism. 
Heinrich Heine – a German exile in France – provides a test case of Romantic 
ambivalence. Before he reached his 30s, Heine was a contributing second generation 
German Romantic, writing lovesick poetry popularized in Lieder. Yet, after moving to 
Paris in May 1831, he looked askance at French appreciation of the German Romantics in 
The Romantic School (first published in French translation, 1832-3).4  There, a mixed 
evaluation includes devastatingly witty put-downs.  Of the brothers at the center of this 
school – August Wilhelm and Friedrich Schlegel – he had little good to say, particularly 
in regard to the former. The anti-clerical Heine considered the work of these writers 
tainted by piety.  So closely did he link the first-generation German Romantics to 
Catholicism, that Heine mistakenly claimed that August Wilhelm and two members of 
the Schlegel circle in Jena – Ludwig Tieck and Novalis – were, like Friedrich, ex-
Protestant converts.  
  August Wilhelm had served as advisor to Germaine de Staël while she wrote De 
l’Allemagne, published in London in 1813 and in France the following year.  Not only 
did this seminal text introduce German Romanticism to the French, it promoted the 
Romantic cult of enthusiasm – an exalted state of inspiration, which, visiting an artistic 
                                                      
4 This and Alfred de Musset’s Lettres de Dupuis et Cotonet (discussed below) are 
mentioned by Honour (Romanticism, 55) as works that attack Romanticism produced by 
writers who were originally Romantics.  
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soul like a breath of prophecy, conflates beauty, virtue, and religious awe. French readers 
were familiar with such enthusiasm from Staël’s sensationally popular novel, Corinne, ou 
l’Italie (1807). From his Parisian exile, Heine wrote The Romantic School to counter 
what he considered the pernicious effect in France of Staël’s championing of the Schlegel 
circle.5  Heine’s opinion of De l’Allemagne corresponds with his ambivalence toward 
Romanticism, as a whole. To the extent that the book reflects the strengths of the author, 
writes Heine, – “where this woman of great sensitivity speaks out directly with all her 
glowing heart, with the full pyrotechnical display of her intellectual rockets and brilliant 
eccentricities” -- it is praiseworthy. But where it “does homage to a school whose 
character is completely alien and incomprehensible to her … her book is wretched and 
unbearable.” And amid the din of voices filling De l’Allemagne, he concludes, “the most 
distinctly audible is always the clear falsetto of Mr. A. W. Schlegel.”6  
While Heine disdained the German Romantics, he was receptive to a strain of 
Romanticism he had recently encountered in Paris. At the Salon of 1831, Heine was 
drawn to Delacroix’s July 28: Liberty Leading the People (1830; Fig. 1).  
Notwithstanding reservations regarding the handling of color (to which no German 
Romantic painting would have accustomed his eyes), he wrote, “there prevails in the 
picture a great thought, which strangely attracts us.”  The appeal did not solely reside in 
the subject. This Heine regarded as sacred: the triumph of Liberty in July of 1830, when a 
popular uprising toppled the oppressive Bourbon monarchy, which had violated its 
constitutional charter.  He was particularly impressed by the verve with which Delacroix 
                                                      
5 See the introduction by Robert C. Holub to Heinrich Heine, The Romantic School, trans. 
Helen Mustard, in The Romantic School and Other Essays, eds. Jost Hermand and Robert 
C. Holub (New York: Continuum, 1985), x. 
6 Heine, The Romantic School and Other Essays, 2. 
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had drawn his cast from modern Parisian types.  Of the central figure of Liberty bearing 
the tricolore: “She strides over corpses calling men to fight – naked to the hips, a 
beautiful impetuous body, the face a bold profile, an air of insolent suffering in the 
feature – altogether a strange blending of Phryne, fishwife, and the goddess of liberty.”7 
Characterizing the figure as an amalgam of an ancient beauty whose innocence is proven 
by her flawless nudity; a lowlife urban type; and a lofty allegory, Heine prophesized with 
startling clarity an accomplishment that, throughout his career, would separate Delacroix 
from most of his contemporaries: his capacity to lend full-blooded, persuasive immediacy 
to subjects drawn from allegory, mythology, religion, history, and literature – the kinds of 
subject matter that others tended to treat with either banal, literal description or the 
tedium of academic cliché.  
 Heine would soon mock the Citizen King, Louis-Philippe, brought to the throne 
by the revolution commemorated by Delacroix.  Though Delacroix was lavishly 
employed by the regime for decorative ensembles – thanks to the admiration of one of its 
leaders, Adolphe Thiers – his Napoleonic lineage and patrician aloofness did not square 
with the middle-of-the road banality, acquisitiveness, and torpor that gave period flavor 
to the July Monarchy. Nor was the new government at ease with Liberty Leading the 
People. Given its fame as an embodiment of French patriotism -- before the advent of the 
Euro it adorned the 100-franc note – it may come as a surprise that, following official 
purchase of the painting, it was kept from sight. Assailed by disenchanted citizens who 
                                                      
7 Heinrich Heine, The Works of Heinrich Heine, The Salon, trans. G.G Leland, (pseud. 
Hans Breitman), London, 1893, 24ff, reprinted in Lorenz Eitner, ed. Neoclassicism and 
Romanticism 1750-1850, Sources and Documents (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1970), 2:152.  
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had raised barricades in 1830, the July Monarchy was not eager to advertise its violent 
origin. This concern gained urgency in light of intense dissidence during the first five 
years of the regime, whether expressed through the brilliant, savage satire of Daumier 
and his colleagues working for La Caricature and Le Charivari, or the bullets of 
insurrectionists and would-be regicides.  
 Enshrined among the Louvre’s canonical Romantic canvases, Liberty Leading the 
People provides scant evidence of the artist’s well-known hesitation before Romanticism.  
Yet, according to an oft-repeated anecdote, when called the “Victor Hugo of painting,” 
Delacroix protested that he was a pure classicist.8 Strongly attached to the music of 
Mozart, he complained after a concert that included extracts from The Damnation of 
Faust by Berlioz (19 February 1850): “This noise is tiresome. It is heroic confusion.”9 At 
the same time, he enjoyed close friendship with Chopin; and Théophile Gautier saw in 
Delacroix’s distancing of himself from the Romantics a dandified imitation of Lord 
Byron, “who extolled Pope at the expense of Shakespeare.”10 In the wake of the critical 
disaster attending the exhibition of his feverish Death of Sardanapalus in the Salon of 
1827-28, Delacroix sought to discard its extreme compositional agitation and sexualized 
violence.  While his subsequent work gained in control, it retained the somber mood 
evident in his work of the 1820s. “My tragic inclinations always dominate me,” the artist 
                                                      
8For this anecdote, and for the claim of similarity between Delacroix and Hugo (made as 
early as 1826), see Simon Lee, Delacroix (London: Phaidon, 2015), 238-9.  
9 "Ce bruit est assommant. C'est un héroïque gâchis." Eugène Delacroix, Journal, ed. 
Michèle Hannoosh (Paris: Librairie José Corti, 2009), 1:488 and n.81. Unless taken from 
sources in English, translations from French are by the author. 
10 From an obituary published in the Moniteur universel, 18 Nov. 1864, reprinted in 
Théophile Gautier, Histoire du romantisme (Paris: Charpentier, 1874), 202. 
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confessed, “and the Graces rarely smile on me.”11 This inclination brought a private 
dimension to his public work, including his most ambitious commission, the library of 
the Palais-Bourbon (1838-47). The unconventional character of Delacroix’s art pleased 
the professionals no more than rank-and-file visitors to the Salon. Yet he craved 
academic recognition within the hidebound cultural hierarchy topped by the Institut de 
France. Having desperately sought a seat in the Académie des beaux-arts – the section of 
the Institut comprising painting, sculpture, architecture, and music – the painter only 
ascended to that bastion of talented mediocrity on his eighth attempt, six years before his 
death.  Regardless of protestations to the contrary, he could not disguise the fact that his 
Romanticism was dyed in the wool. With fully Romantic inconsistency, he 
acknowledged this: “If by romanticism one understands the free manifestation of my 
personal impressions, my aversion to the models copied in the schools, and my loathing 
for academic formulas, I must confess that I am not only romantic, but I was so at the age 
of fifteen ….”12 
That Delacroix’s reception into the Académie des beaux-arts was a pyrrhic 
victory gives measure to the long-standing opposition to Romanticism within that august 
body. Its sister entity, which presided over French literature and language, the Académie 
française, had officially condemned the new tendencies at the start of Delacroix’s career. 
In 1823, in the first of two pamphlets advocating Romanticism entitled Racine et 
Shakespeare (a second was published in 1825), the republican Stendhal had the temerity 
to claim that Shakespeare was no less great than Racine; that each was a Romantic in his 
                                                      
11 Letter to Baron Charles Rivet, 15 February 1838, in Correspondance générale d’ 
Eugène Delacroix, ed. André Joubin (Paris: Plon, 1935-38), 2:5.  
 
12 Quoted in Lee, Delacroix, 74. 
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own time; and that being a Romantic was simply a matter of vital, creative engagement 
with the present. Romanticism, he argued, “is the art of presenting to the public literary 
works which, given the current state of their mores and beliefs, are capable of giving the 
greatest possible pleasure.” Classicism, with its devotion to verse and to the outmoded 
dramatic unities of time and place, “offers the literature that gave the greatest pleasure to 
their great-grandfathers.”13 The following year, the ultra-royalist Louis-Simon Auger, 
director and president of the Académie française, fulminated against literary 
Romanticism in the name of the eternal values of the classical tradition. He warned 
writers to “hold in abhorrence this literature of cannibals, which feasts on scraps of 
human flesh, and drinks the blood of women and children ….  Hold in abhorrence, above 
all, this misanthropic, or rather infernal poetry, that seems to have received its mission 
from Satan, to commit crime, while showing it to be always sublime and 
triumphant….”14 Nor had this animus cooled by 1838, when the academician 
Népomucène Lemercier – indefatigable composer of vast, windy, unreadable works of 
epic poetry – offered a tribute to France’s preeminent classical painter (deceased 1825) in 
the annual public session of the five academies comprising the Institut de France. In 
Hommage à la mémoire du peintre David, the master’s “sublime painting,” devoted to 
“eternal history,” is set against the “black offspring of vaporous artists” who create “vile 
monsters, tenebrous specters, deformed executioners and livid nymphs.”15 
                                                      
13 Stendhal (Henri-Marie Beyle), Racine et Shakespeare: Études sur le romantisme, ed. 
Roger Fayolle (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1970), 71. 
14 Reprinted in Stendhal, Racine et Shakespeare, 250. 
15 Quoted in Léon Rosenthal, Du Romantisme au reálisme: Essai sur l’évolution de la 
peinture en France de 1830 à 1848 (Paris: H. Laurens, 1914), 171 n.6 
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It was to be expected that Delacroix’s ambitious painting in the Salon of 1824, 
Scenes from the Massacres at Chios, would dismay David’s pupil Étienne-Jean 
Delécluze. Though three years later Delécluze would contribute to the French Romantic 
vogue for Shakespeare by translating scenes from Romeo and Juliet, his view of 
Delacroix’s art tended toward the dyspeptic. In his reverential history of David’s art and 
that of his pupils (1855), Delécluze rallied to the classical tradition in which he had been 
trained. Delacroix, in his opinion, was a talented artist led astray by infatuation with 
Byron: 
Like his model, but more often than he, the young French artist permitted himself 
to produce bizarre works. People even saw, in his Massacre de Chio, in 1826 
[sic], the theory of ugliness systematically opposed to that of beauty …. This is 
Byron, with his great defects excessively exaggerated.”16  
Less predictable is the ambivalence expressed in the Journal de Paris by Stendhal 
regarding Delacroix’s canvas: “Try as I might, I cannot admire M. Delacroix and his 
Massacre of Scio .… I cannot see in that big living corpse in the middle of the 
composition anything other than a plague-stricken wretch who has tried to lance his 
sores, as is shown by the blood which appears on the left side of this figure.” Yet, this 
disapproval was tempered by the contrast offered by the work to the hackneyed 
classicism pervasive at the Salon:  
 M. Delacroix … has feeling for color; that is something in this time of draftsmen. 
He looks to me like a pupil of Tintoretto; his figures have movement.  The 
Journal des débats of the day before yesterday found Shakespearian poetry in the 
                                                      
16 M.-E.-J. Delécluze, Louis David, son école & son temps, souvenirs (Paris: Didier, 
1855), 389.  
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Massacre of Scio.  What causes the picture to be mediocre, in my opinion, is its 
eccentricity, rather than the insignificance which is to be found in many classical 
paintings which I could name, but which I shall refrain from attributing to the 
school of Homer, whose spirit must be amazed by what is said and done in his 
name.  M. Delacroix at any rate has this great superiority over the artists whose 
big pictures are plastered over the walls of the Salon: the public has at least taken 
a great interest in his work.  That is better than being praised in three or four 
newspapers which hang on to old ideas and distort new ones because they cannot 
disprove them.17 
Stendhal’s refusal to endorse either of the artistic poles that he perceived at the 
Salon of 1824 contrasts with the partisanship of Delécluze – not to mention the alarmism 
of Auger and Lemercier.  The binary dividing French art of the first half of the nineteenth 
century – a schema at once oversimplified and indispensable – was given quaint form in 
Classics and Romantics (Fig. 2; 1832).  Here, a painter of modest skill, Bernard-Prosper 
Debia, set forth a vision of classical harmony, complete with temple, dancing maidens, 
and men admiring antique remains.  This ideal realm is edged on the left by dark clouds 
and smoke surrounding a demonic group participating in what appear to be Walpurgis 
Night revels.  Seated on the clouds, a deity (perhaps God the Father) recoils before the 
insidious spectacle.18 Debia, from Ingres’s hometown of Montauban, was a friend and 
                                                      
17 Reprinted from Stendhal, Mélanges d’art et de littérature (Paris, 1867), 179, in Eitner, 
ed., Neoclassicism and Romanticism 1750-1850, 2:149-50. 
18 Daniel Ternois, Inventaire des collections publiques françaises 11: Montauban, Musée 
Ingres, Peintures, Ingres et son temps (Artistes nés entre 1740 et 1830) (Paris: Éditions 
des Musées nationaux, 1965), no. 106. 
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protégé of the master, who tried to aid his disciple.19 Accordingly, to the left of the ring 
of dancers, Ingres directs the attention of a young student to the temple and the crowd 
assembled before it – a scene modeled on his own Apotheosis of Homer (1827; Louvre). 
In the distance rises the dome of the Institut de France -- the ultimate goal for any 
adherent to the true path. 
In contrast to Debia’s naïve fealty to his master’s classicism, there is nuance in 
the response of Alfred de Musset to the movement in which he was precociously 
inducted.  In 1828, at age 18, he read his poetry to Victor Hugo’s Cénacle and was 
deemed a prodigy.  Also, that year, he published a French version of Thomas De 
Quincey’s Confessions of an English Opium-Eater.  Yet, by the fall of 1830, in “Les 
Voeux stériles” (published 21 October) he was expressing hostility toward the hit dramas 
inspired by the sensational debut of Hugo’s Hernani in February.20 He was also indulging 
a gloomy nostalgia that hardly suggests excitement in being part of a vibrant movement.  
In that poem, he adopts a posture of world-weariness, longing for the lost greatness of 
antiquity and the Italian Renaissance.  While this strikes a deceptively retrograde, 
academic note, the lament is characteristically Romantic in both its tone of desolation and 
its melding of personal feeling with the external, public realm of culture: “All is dead in 
Europe – yes, all – even love.”21 Similarly, in “Rolla” (1833), the poet matches his 
premature aging with that of his century, blighted by the “hideous smile” of Voltaire: “I 
came too late in a world too old.”22 Ever the Romantic, Musset links this downbeat theme 
                                                      
19 Ibid., no. 100. 
20 Alfred de Musset, Premières poésies, Poésies nouvelles, ed. Patrick Berthier (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1976), 109 n.3. 
21 Ibid., 112. 
22 Ibid., 204. 
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to a sensational narrative of a young (but noble-hearted) debauchee who commits suicide 
after culminating his financial ruin with a night beside a saintly, teenaged prostitute.  
Musset brilliantly fused the theme of time being out of joint with a tale of 
personal turmoil in La Confession d’un enfant du siècle.  Published in February 1836, this 
semi-autobiographical novel was inspired by Musset’s turbulent relationship with George 
Sand.23 In the guise of the narrator, Octave, Musset diagnosed the mal du siècle of the 
generation that came of age during the Bourbon Restoration. Born to a nation stripped of 
innocence by the French Revolution, these young men were denied the glory attained by 
their warrior fathers in the service of Napoleon.  According to Octave, the convictions of 
the past have been lost, with nothing to replace them: “All the evils of the present come 
from two causes: the people who have passed through 1793 and 1814 nurse wounds in 
their hearts.  That which was is no more; what will be, is not yet.  Do not seek elsewhere 
the cause of our malady.”24 As in “Rolla,” the sickness of the age is both public and 
private; Octave’s sweeping diagnosis of the spiritual desolation of modern France is 
inseparable from his personal tribulations.  Thus, Octave claims that he was stricken with 
the mal du siècle at age 19, when deceived by his mistress and his best friend.  
  The melodrama of Octave’s subsequent passage through rage, despair, 
debauchery, adoration, and perverse cruelty is as flagrantly Romantic as the narrator’s 
alternation between a portentous, prophetic tone – when lamenting the calamity of the 
nineteenth century – and a breathless, confessional account of his inner turmoil.  Neither 
                                                      
23 See the detailed account of the novel’s genesis in Alfred de Musset, Oeuvres complètes 
en prose, eds. Maurice Allem and Paul-Courant (Paris: Gallimard, 1960), 1040-46. 
24 This and subsequent quotations from the novel are from Alfred de Musset, The 
Confession of a Child of the Century (unpaginated), trans. Kendall Warren.  Project 
Gutenberg EBook #9869.  Release date Feb. 2006. Accessed January 6, 2016. 
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9869/pg9869.html 
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the autobiographical aspect of the novel nor its confessional format prevent a note of 
irony from entering into Musset's depiction of Octave's theatrics.  The author was 
nearly a generation younger than his protagonist; Musset (born 11 December 1810) 
was less than four at the time of the Empire’s collapse and the start of the 
Restoration. 25  Accordingly, Musset maintains authorial distance from Octave's 
denunciation of Romanticism as a sickness infecting an era whose youth, having lost 
hope and religion, are divided between despair and material greed: 
Like the Asiatic plague exhaled from the vapors of the Ganges, frightful despair 
stalked over the earth.  Already Chateaubriand, prince of poesy, wrapping the 
horrible idol in his pilgrim's mantle, had placed it on a marble altar in the midst of 
perfumes and holy incense.  Already the children were tightening their idle hands 
and drinking in their bitter cup the poisoned brewage of doubt.  Already things 
were drifting toward the abyss, when the jackals suddenly emerged from the 
earth.  A cadaverous and infected literature which had no form but that of 
ugliness, began to sprinkle with fetid blood all the monsters of nature.  
This dire indictment of Romanticism – reminiscent of the academic anathema hurled by 
Auger – holds accountable Chateaubriand, whose precocious evocation of the beauty of 
Christian liturgy and the Bible in the Génie du christianisme (1802) thrilled the young 
Romantics of Octave's generation under the restored Bourbons.  The “jackals” that spring 
forth represent the macabre Romanticism of the early July Monarchy, for example the 
horrific tales comprising Pétrus Borel’s Champavert, contes immoraux (1833).  Octave's 
                                                      
25That Musset's narrative is set in the time of the author's early childhood is pointed out in 
Paul Bénichou, L’École du désenchantement: Sainte-Beuve, Nodier, Musset, Nerval, 
Gautier (Paris: Gallimard, 1992), 177-8. 
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portrayal of these two Romantic currents lends hyperbolic amplitude to the disaffection 
previously discernible in Musset's writing. 
 Set during the Bourbon Restoration and published under the July Monarchy, La 
Confession d’un enfant du siècle is imbued with the sense of loss that followed the defeat 
of Napoleon and continued to color French culture under Louis-Philippe.26 For decades 
after Waterloo, the reduction of France to a second-rate power fostered a climate of 
national bereavement manifest in the cult of Napoleon, as well as in the self-absorption 
characteristic of paintings by Théodore Chassériau.27 Steeped in this elegiac period 
flavor, Musset's novel conveys the uneasiness shared by author and protagonist as  
Romantics disenchanted with Romanticism.   
 This predicament lent edge to a taste for irony.  Between September 1836 and 
May 1837 – less than a year after the histrionics of La Confession d’un enfant du siècle – 
Musset turned to satire.  Four lengthy letters from two imaginary provincials, Dupuis and 
Cotonet, appeared in La Revue des Deux Mondes where, previously, Musset had 
published Romantic verse.28 The first of these (“L’Abus des adjectifs”) recounts a quest 
to discover what is meant by “Romanticism.”  It has been undertaken by the inquisitive 
and sensible pair, residents of La-Ferté-Sous-Jouarre – their names borrowed from 
pseudonyms occasionally used in correspondence by Musset’s friend Stendhal.29 Baffled 
                                                      
26 For bringing to my attention the fit between this novel and the mood of loss in post-
Napoleonic France, I am grateful to Christopher Riopelle. 
27 See Jonathan P. Ribner, “Théodore Chassériau and the Anti-Heroic Mode under the 
July Monarchy,” in Chassériau (1819-1856): Un Autre Romantisme, Actes du colloque 
organisé par le Musée du Louvre, le 16 mars 2002 (Paris: La Documentation française / 
Musée du Louvre, 2002): 11-38. 
28 See the commentary on the Lettres de Dupuis et Cotonet in Musset, Oeuvres complètes 
en prose, 1206-33. 
29 Ibid., 819 n.1. 
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by the protean character of the term for which they had long sought a definition, they ask 
a Monsieur Le Clerc – who first troubled their peace by posing the question in 1824 – 
whether they had hit the mark.  “Romanticism,” explains Le Clerc:  
It’s the star that weeps, the wind that wails, the night that shivers, the flower that 
flies, and the bird that smells sweet, it’s the unexpected gush, the languid ecstasy, 
the well under the palm trees, and the vermillion hope and its thousand loves, the 
angel and the pearl, the white gown of the willows, Oh the beautiful thing, sir!  
It’s the infinite and the starry, the hot, the broken, the sobered, and yet at the same 
time, the full, the round, the diametrical, the pyramidal, the oriental, the living 
nude, the embrace, the kissed, the whirling  …. 
“This is nonsense,” Cotonet responds, “Listening to you is making me sweat bullets.”30 
Their frustrated research – anticipating that of Flaubert’s Bouvard and Pécuchet – signals 
more than a Parisian’s snobbery toward the provinces.  Underlying Musset’s farce is both 
the resistance of Romanticism to definition and the discomfort of a Romantic with its 
                                                      
30 Le romantisme … c'est l'étoile qui pleure, c'est le vent qui vagit, c'est la nuit qui 
frissonne, la fleur qui vole et l'oiseau qui embaume; c'est le jet inespéré, l'extase 
allanguie, la citerne sous les palmiers, et l'espoir vermeil et ses mille amours, l'ange et la 
perle, la robe blanche des saules, ô la belle chose, monsieur! C'est l'infini et l'étoilé, le 
chaud, le rompu, le désenivré, et pourtant en même temps le plein et le rond, le diamétral, 
le pyramidal, l'oriental, le nu à vif, l'étreint, l'embrassé, le tourbillonnant ….  Monsieur, 
ceci est une faribole. Je sue à grosses gouttes pour vous écouter. Revue des deux mondes 
(1836), 671. Accessed September 22, 2016. 
http://artflsrv02.uchicago.edu.ezproxy.bu.edu/cgibin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.1702:1.fra
ntext 0513. 
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excesses and modishness.31  As ironic as these letters is the fact that Musset’ ridicule 
springs from Romantic impatience with convention and idées reçues. 
Romantic excess also provided comic material for Théophile Gautier.  As an elder 
Romantic, Gautier affectionately recalled the heyday of the movement in his Histoire du 
romantisme (1874), written with the authority of a distinguished veteran of the clash with 
the classical pieties and bourgeois mores of respectable society.  Published posthumously 
in the year that the first Impressionist exhibition made Romanticism seem light years 
away (though the Impressionists faced critics as merciless as Auger and Lemercier), 
Gautier’s volume offers a Romantic counterpart to Delécluze’s classicist testimonial. 
Former member of the arch-Romantic Petit Cénacle, and stalwart defender of Delacroix 
and Chassériau, Gautier had worn the famously provocative scarlet waist-coat at the 
uproarious debut of Hugo’s Hernani on 25 February 1830. His Romantic allegiance did 
not prevent him from acceding to the request by the publisher Eugène Renduel that he 
write a comic piece on the young Romantics, christened the Jeunes-France in the 30 
August 1831 issue of Le Figaro.  In 1833, he published the satirical short stories 
comprising Les Jeunes-France: Romans goguenards (The Jeunes-France: Tales Told 
with Tongue in Cheek).32 One of these, “Daniel Jovard, ou La conversion d’un classique,” 
sets forth the absurdity of the Romantic/classic polarity and the superficiality of chic 
Romantic posturing.  Initially a staunch classicist, young Jovard undergoes a 
metamorphosis after meeting a former schoolmate, the flamboyantly Romantic Fernand, 
while attending a classical play at the Théâtre-Français.  Fernand’s denunciations of the 
                                                      
31For the satirical sequel to Lettres de Dupuis et Cotonet, Dupont et Durand (Revue des 
deux mondes, 15 July 1838), see Bénichou, L’École du désenchantement, 152-4. 
32 Les Jeunes-France, romans goguenards (Paris: Charpentier, 1880). For the stories, see 
Richard B. Grant, Théophile Gautier (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1975), 24-7. 
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play (“you would have to be a mummy or fossil, member of the Institut or an artifact 
from Pompeii to enjoy such bunk") go to Daniel’s head.  Embracing “the most 
cannibalistic and ferocious Hugo worship,” Daniel burns his copies of Boileau, Racine, 
and Voltaire and cuts the collars off of his shirts.  The extremes of this transformation are 
set forth in two contrasting passages of verse by Jovard.  From before his classical faith 
was disturbed, there is a boilerplate invocation:  
Such holy rapture stirs me, and such is my delirium! 
A breath vibrates the strings of my lyre; 
O Muses, chaste sisters, and you, great Apollo, 
Deign to guide my step in the sacred vale!33 
Following the fatal evening at the Théâtre-Français, trite classicism yields to a graveyard 
Romanticism that parodies the imagery of Gautier’s colleague in the Petit Cénacle, “the 
wolfman” Pétrus Borel, and echoes the grotesque characterization of Romanticism set 
forth by Auger at the Académie française in 1824:  
Damnation! I feel a great desire 
To grind her flesh under my teeth, and to seize, 
With a shred of her blue and green flesh, 
Her half-rotted Heart in her open breast.34 
Gautier’s comic mode, like that employed by Musset in recounting the tribulations of 
Dupuis and Cotonet, has the ephemeral lightness of a skit.  Against the full-blown 
Romanticism of their respective oeuvres, these productions bring to mind the tradition of 
enhancing a production by preceding the dress rehearsal with a travesty of the play.  As is 
                                                      
33 Gautier, Les Jeunes-France, romans goguenards, 71. 
34 Ibid., 71. 
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the case with Musset, Gautier’s core Romanticism underlies his playful sendup of 
Romantic conventions. 
Ambivalence of a different order can be discerned in the writing of Charles 
Baudelaire.  There, warm commitment to Romanticism coexists with a detached embrace 
of modern, everyday life and contempt for nature – features that seem antithetical to the 
movement, however defined. The dedication of Les Fleurs du mal (1857) to Gautier – 
“impeccable poet” and “perfect magician of French literature” – squares with 
Baudelaire’s position as a key figure in the twilight of Romanticism. Just as his 
contemporary and polar opposite Ruskin venerated Turner, so too did Baudelaire esteem 
Delacroix above all contemporary artists. “For me, Romanticism is the most recent, the 
latest expression of the beautiful,” asserted Baudelaire in his Salon of 1846:  “To say the 
word Romanticism is to say modern art—that is, intimacy, spirituality, colour, aspiration 
towards the infinite, expressed by every means available to the arts.”35 As late as his 
review of the Salon of 1859 – well after the earth-bound grit of Courbet and Millet had 
startled the Parisian art world – Baudelaire said, “All the faculties of the human soul must 
be subordinated to the imagination….” 36 Yet, these professions of Romantic faith stand 
alongside a hatred of nature so vehement as to constitute an assault on a cornerstone of 
Romanticism – the legacy of Rousseau.  Rather than decrying the corrupting effect of 
culture, Baudelaire hungered for artifice. This underlies two seemingly opposite cravings: 
one for inward withdrawal and the other for external stimulation. On the one hand, there 
is a fascination with intoxicants. Like the young Musset, Baudelaire turned to De 
                                                      
35 Reprinted from Charles Baudelaire, The Mirror of Art, ed. J. Mayne (London: Phaidon 
Press, Ltd., 45, in Eitner, ed., Neoclassicism and Romanticism 1750-1850, 2: 157. 
36 From the Salon of 1859, reprinted from Baudelaire, The Mirror of Art, 236, ibid.,2:163. 
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Quincey, translating portions of Confessions of an English Opium-Eater as part of Les 
Paradis artificiels (1860).  On the other hand, there is Le Peintre de la vie moderne 
(1863), which lionizes Constantin Guys, a minor illustrator and painter whose place in 
the canon of nineteenth-century art is due solely to Baudelaire’s enthusiasm. Celebrating 
the affectionate curiosity of Guys toward urban mores and fashion, Baudelaire so 
delighted in the artificial that he entitled a section of the essay “In Praise of Cosmetics.”  
That Romanticism remained tenacious, and that it continued to grow in 
unpromising soil, constitutes a counterpart to the varying degrees of ambivalence on the 
part of Heine, Delacroix, Stendhal, Musset, Gautier, and Baudelaire.  And it colored 
some ostensibly anti-Romantic works by an artist whose commitment to empirical truth 
prohibited him from painting an angel.37 Gustave Courbet came of age at the moment 
when French politics was transformed by mass unemployment, homelessness, poverty, 
and the depopulation of the provinces. Those social issues separated the Revolution of 
February 1848 from that of July 1830, which had been more exclusively political in 
motivation. Whereas the street fighters commemorated by Delacroix drew energy from 
opposition to the Bourbon regime, the insurgents of February 1848 aimed at nothing less 
than the transformation of society in the name of the People.  In 1830, as we have seen, 
                                                      
37 This, according to Paul Mantz: “We remember the language so often used by this 
robust workman of painting. `Angels, he cried, who has ever seen angels?’  This saying, 
which is spiritually absurd, was used to mean that the world of art is very restricted and 
that one must restrict oneself to painting things which the eye can see and the hand can 
touch.” Le Salon II”, Le Temps (17 May 1885), 1. Quoted, along with a similar, 
contemporary remark by Félix Bracquemond, in Vincent van Gogh, Vincent van Gogh - 
The Letters, eds. Leo Jansen, Hans Luijten, and Nienke Bakker, version: December 2010 
(Amsterdam & The Hague: Van Gogh Museum & Huygens ING, 2009), 
letter 515 (to Theo van Gogh, Nuenen on or about Tuesday, 14 July 1885), n.7.  Accessed 
6 November 2017. http://vangoghletters.org/vg/letters/let515/letter.html   
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Liberty received an apotheosis at Delacroix’s hand; he was not enthused by the mid-
century infatuation with Equality and Fraternity.  In contrast, Courbet’s pugnacious pride 
in his provincial origins and his identification with the People meshed with the ideals of 
the insurgents who brought down the July Monarchy.  Accordingly, The Stonebreakers 
(1849, formerly at the Gemäldegalerie, Dresden, destroyed in 1945) startled bourgeois 
visitors to the Salon of 1850-51 with a palpable, factual representation of threadbare 
indigence and bone-grinding manual labor that seemed light years away from the 
Romantic preoccupation with imagination and feeling.  At the same time, Courbet’s early 
work includes a series of self-portraits in which he adopts attitudes borrowed from the 
stock and trade of Romanticism.  Particularly striking is The Desperate Man, whose 
wide-eyed agitation conveys a suicidal despair recalling the histrionics of Musset’s 
Octave (Fig. 3; 1844-45). There is a confessional dimension to this odd painting.  The 
artist’s public façade of genial self-confidence masked bitterness and episodes of 
melancholy and exhaustion; his early years were given to rebellious, Romantic posturing; 
and  such was Courbet’s attachment to this painting that it remained in his possession 
during his final years of exile.38 At the same time, the work strikes a note of parody that 
recalls Gautier’s tale of Jovard’s self-fashioning. What places inverted commas around it 
is the splendid palpability of wrists and brow, which grounds this preposterous 
masquerade in concrete fact.39 Identifying with the very cliché that he mocks, Courbet 
boldly portrays his handsome features; and the masterful individuation of this and other 
                                                      
38 See the catalog entry by Sylvain Amie, in Dominique de Font-Réaulx et al., Gustave 
Courbet, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2008), no. 6. 
39 For this interpretation, I am indebted to Robert Rosenblum. 
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early self-portraits is redolent with a narcissistic pride that blurs the line between earnest 
candor and comic distance.   
Mixed messages are also conveyed by Courbet’s masterpiece of 1854-55, The 
Painter’s Studio: A Real Allegory Summing Up Seven Years of My Life as an Artist (Fig. 
4).40 Seated at his easel, Courbet portrays himself as the arbiter of truth to nature, painting 
a landscape in his characteristically dense signature style.  That claim is undercut by the 
fact that, in accord with nineteenth-century practice, he works inside a studio – in this 
case one whose filmy walls render the division between interior and exterior uncertain. 
Notwithstanding these unnatural elements, the artist is associated with the truthful 
nakedness of an unclothed model and the innocent gaze of a child.  To his left are friends 
and supporters (including, to Baudelaire’s displeasure, the poet himself, engrossed in a 
book); to his right, at the feet of a motley cast of contemporary social types, are 
“Romantic castoffs” – guitar, plumed hat, and dagger.41 The artist acknowledged the 
opacity of this “real allegory” -- which gives the lie to the Courbet’s Realist posture of 
offering nothing but the frankest truth.42 Its enigmatic aspect has generated competing 
interpretations. One of these credibly holds it to be an elevation of Courbet vis-à-vis 
Emperor Napoleon III: The emperor is humbly placed within an assembly – representing 
                                                      
40 For a recent discussion, with reference to the rich bibliography pertaining to this 
famous painting, see the catalog entry by Laurence des Cars, in Dominique de Font-
Réaulx et al., Gustave Courbet, no. 74. See also, Hélène Toussaint, “The dossier on ‘The 
Studio’ by Courbet,” in Alan Bowness et al., Gustave Courbet 1819-1877, ex. cat. 
(London: Royal Academy of Arts, 1978), 249-80. 
41 See Courbet’s description of the painting while it was in progress (letter to 
Champfleury, November-December 1854), in Gustave Courbet, Letters of Gustave 
Courbet, ed. and trans. Petra ten-Doesschate Chu (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992), 131-3. 
42 See Klaus Herding, Courbet: To Venture Independence, trans. John William Gabriel 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1991), 47-8. 
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social realities, national aspirations, friendship, and patronage – that pivots around the 
artist, who redeems society through his grasp of nature.43 The emperor is represented on 
the left, in the guise of a high-booted, mustachioed braconnier seated with a pair of dogs. 
The term braconnier, which might have been suggested by the artist, can mean a poacher, 
a dog trainer, or a man living in the fast lane.44 This grand self-portrait continues the 
exalted Romantic view of the artist and poet as legislator, prophet, and leader of 
humanity that had been a commonplace of utopian discourse in Paris under the July 
Monarchy and which is part and parcel of international Romanticism, as in Shelley’s 
claim that poets are the world’s “unacknowledged legislators.”45 In accord with Courbet’s 
lofty self-image, the work was exhibited in the Pavilion of Realism set up by the painter 
in defiance of the concurrent Salon (from which Courbet’s canvas had been excluded) 
that comprised part of the regime’s lavish Universal Exposition of 1855.  In the spirit of 
the statement of Realist purpose distributed at the Pavilion, Courbet’s audacious 
exhibition of this giant (nearly twenty-foot-wide) painting in competition with the 
government’s official art show constituted a declaration of independence from official 
institutions and patronage.  In this regard, he carried a Romantic baton passed, in 1874, to 
the Impressionists.  
                                                      
43 Ibid., 45-61. 
44 The identification of this figure as Napoleon III was first made by Hélène Toussaint, in 
“The dossier on ‘The Studio’ by Courbet,” in Alan Bowness et al., Gustave Courbet 
1819-1877, 265-6. 
45 For this tradition in France, see Roger Pearson, Unacknowledged Legislators: The Poet 
as Lawgiver in Post-Revolutionary France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016); Paul 
Bénichou, Le Sacre de l’écrivain, 1750-1830: Essai sur l’avènement d’un pouvoir 
spirituel laïque dans la France moderne, 2d ed. (Paris: Librairie José Corti, 1985); idem., 
Le Temps des prophètes: Doctrines de l’âge romantique (Paris: Gallimard, 1977); and 
Jonathan P. Ribner, Broken Tablets: The Cult of the Law in French Art from David to 
Delacroix (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993).  
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 Long after the mid-century advent of Realism seemed to have put paid to 
Romanticism, the vitality of the earlier movement was hardly spent. In the work of 
Vincent van Gogh, Romantic urges were empowered, rather than blunted, by a 
commitment to visual fact. Tenaciously committed to the Impressionist legacy of 
working en plein air, the Dutchman was baptized in Naturalist literature and Realist art.46 
The early Potato Eaters (1885; Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum Vincent van Gogh) is as close 
to the earth as Millet’s The Gleaners (1857; Paris, Musée d’Orsay).  At the same time – 
as Robert Rosenblum has indicated -- Van Gogh was a belated northern Romantic.47 
Worshipfully particularizing the individual traits of sunflowers and irises, he transformed 
sun and stars into stylized, symbolic entities. Such is the intensity and gravity of his self-
portraits that they can stand beside those of earlier Romantics – Caspar David Friedrich, 
for example – which similarly ignored surface elegance and professional pride in pursuit 
of the soul.  Van Gogh had great admiration for Delacroix, who demonstrated that 
expression could be a function of rich color and undulant, unifying compositional 
rhythm, rather than physiognomy. Hospitalized in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence following the 
episode in which he lost control and severed part of his ear, Van Gogh copied 
reproductions of art by masters he esteemed.  Perhaps the most remarkable of these is the 
Pietà (after Eugène Delacroix) of 1889 (Fig. 5). Such was Van Gogh’s devotion to direct 
observation that he was only willing to represent a religious scene if he could mimic one 
that already existed on paper. A letter to his sister Willemien (19 September 1889), 
                                                      
46 For a lucid study of Van Gogh’s art, with attention to his roots in Naturalist literature 
and mid-century Realist art, see Judy Sund, Van Gogh (London and New York: Phaidon, 
2002. 
47 See Robert Rosenblum, Modern Painting and the Northern Romantic Tradition: 
Friedrich to Rothko (New York: Harper & Row, 1975), chap. 3. 
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makes it clear that the artist viewed the Virgin in this painting through a Realist lens: 
“one can see her hands, a working woman’s good, solid hands …. And that the pallid 
aspect [of the Virgin], the lost, vague gaze of a person tired of being in anguish and in 
tears and keeping vigil is present in it rather in the manner of Germinie Lacerteux” 
(referring to the Naturalist novel by Jules and Edmond de Goncourt).48 Notwithstanding 
this reach for material fact, Van Gogh was hardly a faithful recorder of the black-and-
white print after Delacroix.  As is characteristic of his copies, the artist’s temperament is 
forcefully manifest, not least in the expressive color and ridges of impasto. Most startling 
is the transfer of his own features to Christ. This confessional identification with the 
suffering and death of Jesus is redolent of the humble self-abnegation demanded by 
Thomas à Kempis in the medieval devotional text, The Imitation of Christ (beloved by 
Van Gogh).  At the same time, it audaciously elevates the artist to a dizzying height. 
Fertile creativity born of a synthesis of Realism and Romanticism is also writ 
large in the sculpture of Rodin, whose art is no less rooted in trenchant observation and 
effusive feeling than that of Van Gogh. Among the violations of academic propriety that 
placed Rodin beyond the pale of conventional taste is a daring exposition of brutal fact. 
The flattened breasts and battered skin of The Helmet Maker’s Beautiful Wife (1880-83), 
for example, make for a shocking contrast with the immaculate contours and eternal 
youth, which were de rigueur for the female nude in nineteenth-century French sculpture.  
At the same time, there are aspects of his art that stem from Romanticism.  There is his 
                                                      
48 Letter 804, in Van Gogh, Vincent van Gogh - The Letters, eds. Jansen, Luijten, and 
Bakker, version: December 2010. Accessed August 14, 2017.  
 http://vangoghletters.org./vg/letters/let804/letter.html.  
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elevation of the anatomical fragment into a complete work -- what Albert Elsen termed 
“the partial figure.” The fragment had a particular allure for Romantics, as when Préault’s 
Tuerie was fictively described in the official guidebook for the 1834 Salon as an 
“episodic fragment of a large bas-relief.”  Like Préault, Rodin traded the traditional linear 
clarity prized in academic French sculpture for a painterly fluidity of recession and relief.   
This feature is especially apparent in Rodin’s bronzes, most of which were cast 
posthumously.  In his lifetime, Rodin was primarily a worker in plaster and clay, which 
are more immediately responsive to two characteristic features of Romanticism -- 
improvisation and impulse --- than were the marbles, whose execution by technicians was 
supervised by Rodin.  Even in this capacity, the master could impose a moment’s 
decision: he was at the ready with pencil to direct or correct the carvers and would 
occasionally put his hands to mallet and chisel. That Rodin’s bronzes and marbles were 
derived from work in modeled clay recalls the importance of touch to his Romantic 
forebears – as in the sensuous silks of Delacroix’s Women of Algiers.  Such valorization 
of touch and impulse – along with Rodin’s unconventional penchant for motion in his 
sculpture and drawings – brings to mind Baudelaire’s insistence, in The Painter of 
Modern Life, on the fugitive and the contingent as integral to beauty. Also in the 
Romantic tradition is Rodin’s position as innovator condemned, as was Delacroix, to 
outsider status vis-à-vis the crowds who flocked to enjoy (and sometimes mock) the 
works exhibited in the Salon.  This painful gap between notoriety and popularity can be 
mapped onto the contrast between Rodin’s celebrity – he was the most famous artist in 
the world at the time of his death in 1917 – and the bafflement of viewers before public 
works that were private in conception (e.g., The Burghers of Calais of 1885-95 and the 
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Monument to Balzac of 1891-98). Among those who subscribed to Rodin’s greatness was 
the American photographer Edward Steichen, who utilized the full battery of Pictorialist 
tonal manipulation to evoke the sculptor’s cult status and his mystifying creativity. 
Rodin: The Thinker (1902; Fig. 6) pairs the sculptor with his most famous work. The 
Thinker is an enlargement of the seated Dante, who ponders the fate of the damned in the 
tympanum of Rodin’s The Gates of Hell (1880-1900) – a thwarted masterpiece, which, 
never cast in the sculptor’s lifetime, was commissioned for a museum of decorative arts 
that was never built.  The Thinker has a personal connection with the sculptor that goes 
beyond its familiarity, which unfortunately dampens the impact of this marvelous work. 
Adorning the tomb of Rodin and his wife in the garden of his house in Meudon, The 
Thinker exemplifies the sculptor’s conception of the figure as a sum of individually 
expressive parts.  But in Steichen’s nocturnal photograph, the tensed muscles that make 
this seated man, when viewed in daylight, so expressive of physical, as well as mental, 
effort are occluded by a pervasive darkness interrupted by fugitive streaks of glare from 
an unseen light source. That we are in the presence of genius is emphasized by the 
contrast between Rodin’s fierce silhouette and his plaster effigy of the towering figure of 
French Romanticism, Victor Hugo, hovering in the background like ectoplasm 
summoned by a medium. Steichen’s solemn orchestration of light and dark speaks to an 
exalted notion of the artist rooted in the same Romantic legacy from which Courbet drew.  
So grandiose was Rodin’s self-image, that he equated his own work not with truth to 
nature, but rather with divine creation. Thus, The Hand of God (Fig. 7; 1898) holds a 
piece of sculpture that mimics the idiom in which Rodin characteristically worked: 
entwined lovers partially engaged in a rough-hewn block. Holding this sculpture-within-
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a-sculpture, the divine hand emerges from a similar rocky matrix, suggesting vital flesh 
springing from inchoate stone. To so create beauty out of chaos is godlike; and the 
mimicry of Michelangelo’s unfinished carvings by the technicians who chiseled Rodin’s 
marbles proclaims an affiliation to a revered, seemingly superhuman, sculptor.49  
Such pathos is absent from the work of Henri Gaudier-Brzeska, one of the 
Modernist sculptors who, in the early twentieth century, rejected Rodin’s reliance on 
assistant carvers.50 His Red Stone Dancer (ca. 1913; Fig. 8), for example is as unyielding 
and smooth as the rock from which it was directly hewn and polished by the young artist.  
It is a body reduced according to the dictates of hardness and geometry, as advocated by 
the truculent philosopher and cultural critic, T.E. Hulme – Gaudier-Brzeska’s close friend 
and fellow casualty of the First World War. Hulme sought to undermine Romanticism not 
with realism (in the manner of Courbet), but with abstraction, such as that which he 
admired in Byzantine mosaics, as well as in the art of the French Gaudier-Brzeska and 
two other members of his international circle, the American Jacob Epstein and Wyndham 
Lewis, born in Nova Scotia of a British mother and an American father. Detesting 
Rousseau’s conviction that man is essentially good, Hulme demanded, in art and 
literature, an unsentimental hardness in accord with his pessimistic aspiration toward 
order and the authority of tradition. Nietzsche, whose work was in vogue among the 
                                                      
49 See Christopher Riopelle, “Rodin Confronts Michelangelo,” in Rodin and 
Michelangelo: A Study in Artistic Inspiration, exh. cat. (Philadelphia: Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, 1997), 35-49.  
50 For Gaudier-Brzeska, see Jennifer Powell, ed., New Rhythms: Henri Gaudier-Brzeska: 
Art, Dance and Movement in London 1911-15, exh. cat. (Cambridge: Kettle’s Yard, 
2015); and Richard Cork, Wild Thing: Epstein, Gaudier-Brzeska, Gill, exh. cat. (London: 
Royal Academy of Arts, 2009). 
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Hulme circle, had portentously declared such a preference in the third part (1884) of Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra: 
 “Why so hard?” the kitchen coal once said to the diamond. “After all, are 
we not close kin?”  
 Why so soft? O my brothers, thus I ask you: are you not after all my 
brothers?   
 Why so soft, so pliant and yielding? Why is there so much denial, self-
denial, in your hearts? So little destiny in your eyes?  
 ...  
 For creators are hard. And it must seem blessedness to you to impress your 
hand on millennia as on wax,  
 Blessedness to write on the will of millennia as on bronze – harder than 
bronze, nobler than bronze.  Only the noblest is altogether hard. 
 This new tablet, O my brothers, I place over you: become hard!51 
Nietzsche’s imperative resonates with Hulme’s distaste for Romantic sensitivity and 
tenderness: “I object even to the best of the romantics. I object still more to the receptive 
attitude. I object to the sloppiness which doesn’t consider that a poem is a poem unless it 
is moaning or whining about something or other.”52 
                                                      
51 Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, in The Portable Nietzsche, trans. Walter 
Kaufmann (New York: The Viking Press, 1954), 326. 
52From “Romanticism and Classicism,” probably written in late 1911 or early 1912 and 
never published in Hulme’s lifetime; it was possibly the lecture that Hulme delivered in 
London 15 July 1912.  Quoted in T.E. Hulme, The Collected Writings of T.E. Hulme, ed. 
Karen Csengeri (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 66. For Hulme and his circle, see also 
Henry Mead, T.E. Hulme and the Ideological Politics of Early Modernism (London: 
Bloomsbury, 2015); Charles T. Ferrall, Modernist Writing and Reactionary Politics 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001, 79; idem, “The Politics of Reactionary 
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Underlying this hostility is a conviction that Romanticism has perverted the 
religious impulse that Hulme considered “part of the fixed nature of man”:  
It is parallel to appetite, the instinct of sex, and all the other fixed qualities.  Now 
at certain times, by the use of either force or rhetoric, these instincts have been 
suppressed. Just as in the case of the other instincts, Nature has her revenge. The 
instincts that find their right and proper outlet in religion must come out in some 
other way.  You don’t believe in a God, so you begin to believe that man is a god. 
You don’t believe in Heaven, so you begin to believe in a heaven on earth.  In 
other words, you get romanticism. The concepts that are right and proper in their 
own sphere are spread over, and so mess up, falsify and blur the clear outlines of 
human experience.  It is like pouring a pot of treacle over the dinner table.  
Romanticism then, and this is the best definition I can give of it, is spilt religion.53 
Notwithstanding the comic thrust of this dismissal, it offers compelling insight into 
Romanticism’s projection of religious sanctity onto ostensibly secular realms, whether 
that of nature or of the authority of the artist and poet.54 Whereas Hulme discerned the 
religion submerged within Romanticism, Charles T. Ferrall has contended that a 
repressed Romanticism underlies Hulme’s anti-Romanticism.55 Such an argument could 
also be made regarding the primitivism and direct carving of Gaudier-Brzeska. These 
stem from the wooden sculpture of Gauguin, whose search for Paradise in Tahiti can be 
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traced back to Rousseau. Another member of this circle, Ezra Pound – whose “hieratic” 
head (1914; Washington, D.C., National Gallery of Art) was hewn by Gaudier-Brzeska to 
resemble an Easter Island idol crossed with an erect phallus56 – proclaimed in early 1914, 
“We will sweep out the last century as surely as Attila swept across Europe.”57 Yet, 
Pound’s call to “Make it new” is unthinkable without the history of Romantic innovation 
and audacity, whether in poetry or art, during the previous century.  
That these London Modernists were not entirely free of Romanticism’s curse 
strikes a parallel with a Parisian group admired by Hulme: the Catholic royalists 
represented by the polemical paper L’Action française.58 With these writers, Hulme 
shared a radical impetus that hovered between retrograde thirst for authority and 
subversive hunger for cultural renovation.  Led by the classicist anti-Semite, Charles 
Maurras, this fiercely reactionary, proto-fascist circle – difficult to locate within the 
French political poles of Right and Left – included Léon Daudet (son of the author, 
Alphonse Daudet), the prolific historian of French art Louis Dimier, and the paper’s 
literary editor, Pierre Lasserre.  In 1911, around the time that he characterized 
Romanticism as “spilt religion,” Hulme visited Lasserre in Paris, a meeting that could 
only have reinforced the Briton’s anti-Romanticism.  From Maurras, Lasserre had 
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derived the conviction that Romanticism is an invasive entity that had corrupted French 
classicism, caused the Revolution, and had continued its baleful effect throughout the 
nineteenth century. Its cult of individual liberty had entered France from Germany, via 
the Reformation and, with particularly toxic effect, through the writing of the Swiss 
Rousseau.59 Holding a place of iniquity in Lasserre’s published doctoral dissertation, Le 
romantisme français (1907), Rousseau is characterized as “integral Romanticism.”60 
Maurras’s epithet was “le misérable Rousseau.”61 While Lasserre allows that the genius 
of Lamartine shines through his faults, he is uncompromising about a movement that, he 
maintains, glorified laziness, impotence, and criminality and vilified all types of 
authority. At the same time, Lasserre has impressive command of the literature in the 
dock; and he inadvertently pays tribute to the strength of the Romantic heritage by 
recognizing the enduring force of the abhorred movement. In the reaction against 
Romanticism in philosophy, politics, and literature at mid-century, Lasserre discerns 
unfinished business: “These were Romantics in revolt, rather than liberated Romantics.” 
The urgency of his endeavor stems from the fact that he considers Romanticism an 
ongoing threat: “We no longer believe in Romanticism. It continues to weigh us down.”62 
At the expense of Romanticism, Lasserre turns in admiration to the grand siècle, 
castigating the historian Michelet for having denigrated the age of Louis XIV, to which 
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Lasserre refers as “the era of the greatest creative energy.”63 This nostalgia comes 
suspiciously close to that of Chateaubriand, pining for the authority and fecundity of 
ancien régime Catholicism in the wake of the Revolution. This is a surprising affinity 
given Lasserre’s low opinion of the author of the Génie du christianisme.  That book 
shares the Action française circle’s veneration of Bossuet, the seventeenth century’s 
leading French champion of Catholic orthodoxy.64 But the Romantic genealogy of 
L’Action française is most apparent in its fervent royalism.65 Calling for France to return 
to the crown seems all the more quixotic given its stunning anachronism: this was the 
twentieth century, after all.  To find a comparable moment of enthusiasm for the French 
monarchy, one would have to return to the Bourbon Restoration, when the young Hugo 
celebrated the coronation of the pious, reactionary Charles X by comparing him to Moses 
in an ode of 1825.  
Faint traces of Romanticism’s indelible stain also mark the history of nineteenth-
century French painting (1914) by Louis Dimier.66 Nostalgic for the twilight of French 
art’s glory – when, before the Revolution’s destruction of the Academy, Fragonard 
painted and Clodion sculpted – Dimier is surprisingly appreciative of Géricault, whom he 
does not consider a Romantic.  For Dimier, The Raft of the Medusa represents a 
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renaissance in French painting.  Similarly, while critical of what he considers Delacroix’s 
sloppiness and penchant for the bizarre, Dimier elevates him as the restorer of the great 
French tradition of decorative art lost since the Rococo. The chief villains, in Dimier’s 
view, are the despots, David and Ingres, whose doctrinaire pedagogy vitiated the work of 
their followers.67  
As the nineteenth century receded into the past, animus directed at Romanticism 
by the Action française circle hardly dissipated.  A jaw-dropping indication is offered by 
Le Stupide XIXe Siècle: Exposé des insanétés meurtrières qui se sont abbatues sur la 
France depuis 130 ans, 1789-1919 (The Stupid 19th Century: Exposé of the Murderous 
Insanities Which Have Rained Down upon France for 130 Years, 1789-1919). In this 
screed (1922), Léon Daudet categorically denounced the so-called accomplishments in 
every field of endeavor in the long nineteenth century, whether in literature, science, 
philosophy, or politics. Allowing that there were some exceptional figures, Daudet is 
quick to point out that they were ignored or misunderstood in their overwhelmingly 
stupid era. While dismissive of Flaubert, Daudet views the comic ineptitude of Bouvard 
and Pécuchet as exemplifying their century; and he imitates the Dictionary of Received 
Ideas appended to Flaubert’s unfinished novel by making his own list of foolish 
assumptions embraced during the nineteenth century.  Within this bilious polemic -- 
tirelessly ranted over more than 300 pages -- Romanticism receives particularly cruel 
abuse. Denouncing the movement as the “exaltation of the basest aspects of humanity at 
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the expense of divine reason,” Daudet asserts, “Romanticism, in literature as in politics, 
is the school of falsehood and hypocrisy.”68 At the same time, the author employs a 
metaphor fraught with ambivalence when he compares Romanticism to a lovely rose 
garden befouled by the lingering stench from a disused cesspool blocked from view by 
the flowers.69  The chapter regarding literature, entitled “The Romantic Aberration and its 
Consequences,” also conveys mixed messages. This withering critique of nineteenth-
century French literature extends the Romantic blight well beyond the mid-century, such 
that it poisons even the hardscrabble pages of Zola. Yet the polemic is grounded in vast 
knowledge of the literature under attack.  Like Lasserre, Daudet evidently spent untold 
hours poring over these authors. And, for all of its black-and-white extremism, the 
critique allows for exceptions, including the theater of Musset and the poetry of 
Baudelaire, the latter receiving warm praise. To see this enemy of the nineteenth century 
enthuse over a connoisseur of Delacroix gives pause.  
 Impatience to throw off the dead weight of the nineteenth century also informs 
twentieth-century Formalist art criticism.  Its international advocates, from Clive Bell to 
Clement Greenberg, fostered disdain for literary subject matter and pathos, narrowing the 
canon of nineteenth-century art in favor of stylistic innovations prophetic of twentieth-
century anti-illusionism and abstraction. The writing on the wall spelling the demise of 
this patronizing view can be glimpsed in Sir Kenneth Clark’s assertion in 1959, on the 
occasion of the twentieth century’s most ambitious stocktaking of Romantic art, that 
Modernism has tenacious Romantic roots. Early and late Cézanne, practically any picture 
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by Van Gogh, Redon, or Rouault, and any sculpture by Rodin, Clark maintained, show 
that “ideas first expressed by Turner and Delacroix in the 1830s had not lost their power 
sixty years later.”70  Formalism’s blinkered view of the nineteenth century was forcefully 
challenged by emerging art historians with a respect for the fact that, in the nineteenth 
century, subject matter was taken as seriously as style. This was brought home in 1955, 
when Lorenz Eitner’s pioneering study of two Romantic motifs – the open window and 
the storm-tossed boat – helped move nineteenth-century iconography to the forefront of 
research.71 Scholars coming of age in the 1960s expanded their discipline’s purview to 
include nineteenth-century artists – forgotten or scorned during the first half of the 
twentieth century – who spoke to the concerns and passions of their contemporaries.72  
It is ironic that some of the art championed by the arch-Formalist Greenberg bears 
affinities to Romantic currents of the nineteenth century. Just as Van Gogh and Rodin 
infused new life into the Romantic heritage, so too did the Abstract Expressionists 
reinvent it in the mid-twentieth century. This was recognized as early as 1961, when 
Robert Rosenblum compared the numinous, floating color fields of Mark Rothko to the 
bleak expanses of sky and shore in that icon of German Romanticism, Friedrich’s Monk 
at the Seashore.73 In either case, a configuration of baffling simplicity is employed to 
induce a meditative mood akin to religious devotion. The spiritual resonance of Rothko’s 
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secular art inspired Dominique de Menil to found the non-denominational Rothko Chapel 
in Houston – a monument to the “spilt religion” against which Hulme raged. While 
Rothko contributed to New York’s unseating of Paris as the capital of the art world, his 
signature style developed from a mode of mythically infused abstract painting derived 
from Parisian Surrealist automatism – itself a great grandchild of the Romantic pursuit of 
untrammeled expression.  Keyed to a post-war climate of international trauma and 
Existentialist angst, Rothko’s insistence that painting be timeless and tragic updates that 
elevation of the artist, which remains to this day a persistent Romantic legacy. 
